A Small Business Owner’s Guide
to Merchant Cash Advance
As told by a Direct Funder
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What is a
Merchant Cash Advance?
How Does it Work?
Merchant Cash Advance (MCA) is a boutique alternative finance
product. MCAs are geared toward helping small businesses take
care of their urgent business needs – whether that’s ramping up
staffing, buying new equipment, paying for repairs, or meeting
payroll needs during a tough month.

Submit an
application

Get approved
within 24 hours

MCAs allow you quick access to your future sales in exchange for a
percentage of your daily sales. An MCA is not a loan – it’s simply a
way to get access to your future sales immediately. Though these
products may sound similar, one key difference is what factor your
repayment is based on. Loans charge you a fixed number each
month, while MCAs are based on your projected revenue – so as
your sales fluctuate, your payment amounts will fluctuate, too. This
means more flexibility in repayment and more room to breathe.

We wire you
the funds

Use your advance to
bolster your business
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Key Benefits,
Competitive Advantage
A key benefit to MCA is the unique ability to receive funds FAST. When applying
for a traditional bank loan, you typically don’t see the funds hit your account until
weeks, if not months, later. With MCA, we are able to provide funding as quickly
as 24 hours after receiving your application. Less red tape, less headache, less
hassle.
In addition, MCAs are easier to qualify for than traditional bank loans. We conduct
our background checks and evaluate your business without ever having to run
your credit. Your credit score will not impact your eligibility.
Unlike many financial institutions, we do not believe in charging excessive fees,
and we will never adjust your offer just to increase our profit. With each MCA,
we provide an information sheet that outlines exactly what you’re paying for and
what fees are being charged. The dollar amount we offer is what you’ll receive –
no surprises.
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MCA vs. Other Financial
Products for Small Businesses
Fast Turnaround (Same Week or Same Day)
Good in Emergency Situations
Good for Planned Initiatives
Based on Projected Sales, Not a Fixed Dollar Amount
Flexible Repayment
Forgiving of Past Financial Difficulties
Hard Credit Inquiry
Strict Credit Requirements
Late Payment Fees
Requires Collateral
Restrictions on How You Can Use the Funds
Good for Starting Up a Brand New Business
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MCA Qualifications
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Owned & operated
in the U.S.

In operation for
at least 3 months

No open
bankruptcies

At least $10,000 a
month in bank
deposits
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MCA Vocabulary
ACH (Automatic Clearing House)

Factor Rate

The electronic network for financial transactions in the
US. ACH processes large volumes of both credit and debit
transactions, which are originated in batches.

An alternative method of presenting fees and cost of funds. For
example: If the factor rate is 1.25, then for every dollar we
advance, the business owner would pay back $1.25.

Amount Sold & Purchase Price

FRSA (Future Receivables Sales Agreement)

“Purchase Price” refers to the amount of money we
advance you upfront. “Amount Sold” is how much you
will remit and pay back.

An agreement that states your sales performance will be reevaluated on a regular basis to ensure your daily payment
amount is in line with the agreed-upon payment percentage. If
your sales have dropped, we will adjust your payment amount
accordingly.

Credit Card Split
A payment process where we take a percentage of your
credit card sales directly from your payment system
rather than from your bank via ACH.

Direct Funder
The company providing your working capital. When
you’re dealing with a Direct Funder, you are speaking to
the company making the funding offer, not the
middleman.
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Renewal
When you take out additional funds with us, you are “renewing”
your MCA. There is often a cost savings associated with renewing
instead of seeking funding elsewhere.

Stacking
The process of stacking multiples advances [or loans] on top of
each other within the same period of time, which overleverages
the business owner.
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Our Process
Unlike many financial institutions, we do not believe in charging excessive fees, and we will never adjust
your offer just to increase our profit. With each working capital offer, we provide an information sheet that
outlines exactly what you’re paying for and what fees are being charged. The dollar amount we offer is what
you’ll receive – no surprises.
We aim for full transparency in all that we do – whether that’s presenting funding options, onboarding, or
educating business owners throughout the lifecycle of their advance. We stay in close contact with you
every step of the way to help answer questions, resolve issues, keep you up to date on best practices, or to
simply lend an ear.
Our leadership team has more than 30 years of experience in the industry. We take great pride in
supporting the companies that make America’s small business landscape so vibrant, valuable, and diverse.
We are especially passionate about our work because we’re a small business, too!
“From the first deal funded to the last payment received, we are here for the benefit of the merchant and to
help small businesses achieve their goals.” – Heather Francis, CEO
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Bottom Line
We understand that each business has its own
unique history and set of needs, and our products
are not necessarily the right choice for every business owner. Our main goal is simply to support small
businesses.
We’re always here to offer guidance and help you
understand which product will work best for your
needs at this time.
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Please give us a call at:
888-382-3945
Or send us an email at:
support@elevatefunding.com

